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Chapter 321 Losing Her Mind

George was slightly taken aback by what Penny said but at the same time, he felt
much more relieved. To his surprise, Eugene was a man who was very serious
about his relationship.

In that case, did that mean there was in fact nothing between him and Olivia?
“George, are we still visiting Grandpa?” Penny asked.

George pursed his lips in embarrassment because he only suggested visiting Old
Man Nolan to spy on Eugene. But now…

“Forget it. Since your brother and Olivia are going there, I think we’d better not
butt in. Let’s head back downstairs!” With that, he turned around and took the
stairs to the first floor.

Penny quickly followed him. Although she was slightly confused, she was happy
as long as she got to spend time with him.

Outside the villa, Aleena was leaning on a pillar looking weak and feeble. Two
crimson patches were visible on her cheeks and the straps of her dress were pulled
down to her arm by herself, revealing a large area of her fair and smooth skin.

The guests who walked past her couldn’t help but stare at her quizzically. She
knew she should go back home and rest in such a state but she had yet to even
speak with Eugene tonight. It was not time for her to leave yet because she had yet
to witness how Olivia would react under the effect of the drugs and how she was
going to embarrass herself.

At the same time, she wondered why the cool breeze no longer worked on her
although it was able to make her feel better just now.



Not able to stand properly because her legs had turned to jelly, she slumped to the
ground with her back against the pillar as she felt heat surging in her body waves
after waves, which slowly became more and more unbearable.

At the moment, the thin dress she was wearing made her feel like she was wrapped
in a thick wool blanket. If it wasn’t because she still had some sanity in her, she
would not have hesitated to just strip!

For some reason, her heart was filled with such acute emptiness, loneliness and
desire which was so overwhelming that she was having difficulty containing them.

There was a strong itch inside her which could not be alleviated just by scratching
and she was very aroused to the extent that she could barely control herself with
the little sanity that remained in her.

What was wrong with her?

Why was she having the reaction as though she was drugged?

But…

Why was she experiencing the effect of the drugs instead of Olivia, who had
consumed the drugged drink?

Did Olivia take her wine glass by accident?

Keeping her eyes closed, she tried to recount the moment they were having drinks
at the table just now.

It was not accidental!

Olivia must have done it deliberately. She had purposely broken the ceramic plates
and made use of the time she bent down to swap the wine glasses.

She had realized that her drink was drugged right from the beginning!



How cunning was she to have swapped the glasses silently!

What should she do now?

This was the strongest aphrodisiac sold in nightclubs and the only antidote was
men.

How could she spend the night with other men considering that she had to keep her
virginity for Eugene?

You’re a b*tch, Olivia!

She blew her top at once. Coupled with the effect of the drug, she became even
more fiery-tempered and the fact that she was losing her sanity didn’t help.

At the most inopportune time, Olivia and North came out of the villa. With fury in
her eyes, Aleena leapt to her feet without thinking and staggered toward Olivia
where she confronted her furiously, “You did it, right?!”

Olivia was given a huge fright by her disheveled look and how she had dashed out
from nowhere.

Out of instinct, she took a step back.

Eugene immediately took a step forward and held her arms to keep her steady.

In the meantime, George instinctively put himself in front of her whereas Nathan
pulled North into his arms to protect the boy.

In less than three seconds, the three guys formed a protective barrier around Olivia
and her son.

The sight of George and Eugene protecting Olivia together instead of having a
fight over her was so heartbreaking for Aleena that she felt as though her heart had
just been dumped into a fryer filled with hot oil.



Pointing at them, she started laughing hysterically with tears streaming down her
face. “Both of you are such a fool to protect a woman who’s been two-timing!”

Knowing that Aleena was losing her mind because of the drug, Olivia stepped
forward from behind George and spoke in a crisp and nonchalant voice.
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Chapter 322 No Pushover

“Please watch your mouth!” Aleena let loose a loud guffaw before pointing at her
accusingly. “You’re so cunning! Did you trick me into drinking that glass of
drugged drink just now?!”



With a frown on her forehead, Olivia stared back at her indifferently. Since Aleena
had set the trap for her in the first place, why couldn’t she use the same trap back
on her?

She could never compare to her in terms of slyness. How could Aleena even have
the face to accuse her of being cunning when she was the one who drugged her
drink in the first place?

She must be crazy! With her current condition, shouldn’t she put a stop to the scene
so that she could leave and get a man to settle her needs?

Wearing a dark expression, Eugene walked over to her and asked, “What
happened?”

The moment Aleena saw him, tears immediately trickled down her face because
she felt so aggrieved and terrified.

“Eugene, Olivia set a trap to sabotage me!”

Olivia curled the corners of her lips into a faint smile that came with a trace of
disdain. However, she sounded innocent when she spoke, “Miss Jones, I really
don’t understand what you’re talking about.”

Aleena totally lost it due to the raging fury inside her. Pointing at Olivia, she
chastised, “Why are you acting all innocent after doing something like that? You
knew your glass of wine was drugged long before you drank it. You deliberately
broke the plate so that you could make use of the time to swap the drugged drink
with mine. Otherwise, how can you stand on such a stable footing?”

Olivia found her statement rather hilarious. “Miss Jones, which glass of wine are
you referring to? Do you mean the one you passed it to me yourself?”

Aleena looked dumbfounded because in her fit of rage just now, she had forgotten
about the fact that she was the one who passed the glass of wine to Olivia. “It’s you
who deliberately offered me the glass of drugged drink!”



Keeping her arms crossed in front of her chest, Olivia examined her as though she
was a clown who was struggling to break free from a hopeless situation. “Since
you insist on saying so, I have no choice but to ask Mr. Nolan to check the CCTV
footage to have my innocence proved.”

Eugene, who was starting to understand the situation, eyed Olivia disbelievingly
and asked, “Did she drug your drink?”

Just as Olivia was about to answer him, Nicole dashed over to them out of the blue
and wrapped her arms around Aleena, who appeared disoriented. “Aleena! Aleena,
you’re wasted, aren’t you?”

Burying her head in Nicole’s arms, Aleena complained, “Olivia sabotaged me!”

Nicole quickly supported her weight before she said, “Eugene, you guys should
walk Doctor Maxwell out while I bring Aleena away! She’s so drunk!” With that,
she frantically hauled and dragged Aleena away.

In the meantime, Eugene’s face fell. “Wait a minute!”

Nicole, who had no choice but to stop moving, pleaded with him, “Eugene, she
needs to lie down!”

At that moment, both Alex and Hayden already realized what the matter was all
about because they had been there at the table when it happened. However, they
decided it was not the right time for them to voice their thoughts.

Also, it would bring disgrace to the Nolan Family if they allowed Aleena to
continue making a scene looking so unkempt outside the villa.

Therefore, the two of them advised Eugene, “Forget it, you still have plenty of time
to get to the bottom of this after tonight. What’s more, she won’t be able to tell you
anything now even if you insist on making her stay.”



“Just let her go. If she continues making a scene here, it’s your family who will
suffer the embarrassment instead of me,” Olivia opined.

At last, Eugene stopped voicing his objection and allowed Nicole to bring Aleena
away.

A babble of voices soon broke out among the guests.

“What’s this whole thing about? Why can’t I understand a thing of what they
said?”

“Seems like Aleena is behaving this way because Olivia drugged her drink!”

“What nonsense are you talking about? Both of you have gotten it wrong! It was
Aleena who wanted to drug Doctor Maxwell but in the end, she ended up taking
the glass that contained the drugged drink by accident.”

“In my opinion, Doctor Maxwell must have found out that her drink was drugged
and that was why she decided to swap it with Aleena’s!”

Their voices were loud enough to be heard by Eugene and he secretly agreed with
the opinion offered by the last guy because he knew his girlfriend was no pushover
who would suffer silently when she was bullied.

Seeing that the matter had been solved, Olivia did not intend to stay on. “Mr.
Nolan, we shall get going then.”

Despite feeling apologetic and reluctant to see her leave as well as having the urge
to tell her everything in his mind, Eugene managed to subdue all those emotions
and said to her politely, “Don’t worry, I’ll give you an explanation for what
happened tonight.”
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Chapter 323 How She Did It?

“It’s fine because I’m not really bothered by it,” said Olivia. Eugene assured her, “I
understand and I know how to handle this.”

She then nodded slightly at him before leaving. Meanwhile, North gave him a wink
and bade him farewell. “Uncle Eugene, see you next time!”



Eugene nodded at him with a smile. Staring at their figures which were getting
further and further away from him, he slowly adopted a solemn face as he turned
around and made his way back to the mansion.

Looking guilty, Alex and Hayden followed behind him. For some reason, they felt
responsible for the matter although they were not the culprit.

After all, Eugene had entrusted Olivia to them because he was worried about her,
but what happened in the end? If Olivia had not been alert enough, she would have
been the one who was looking like a mess now instead of Aleena.

No wonder Eugene was so pissed with them!

It was only after they walked into a room did Eugene turn around and glare at the
two guys behind him dangerously.

Feeling coldness creeping down his neck, Alex tried to excuse himself guiltily,
“Why are you staring at us like that? We had no clue that she pulled off so many
tricks just now!”

Eugene confronted them in his exasperation, “What exactly took place at the table
just now?”

Alex responded resignedly, “In fact, I really have no idea. Hayden, did you catch
anything?”

Hayden answered, “Nope because no one left the table throughout the entire time.
Right from the beginning until the end, Aleena only proposed a toast to Doctor
Maxwell once and they didn’t interact much with each other later on. I really have
no idea when she drugged the drink.”

Alex pointed out, “But when Olivia broke a plate when they were drinking, no one
was looking at the wine glasses as everyone’s attention was on the broken plate.
Perhaps it’s during that time that Oilvia swapped her drink with Aleena’s!”



Alex had been busy observing Eugene’s expression while talking. “Why are you so
angry over this matter? You should be pleased to have such a smart girlfriend who
was not only sharp enough to tell that her drink was drugged, but she even knew
how to give Aleena a taste of her own medicine!”

To be honest, Eugene was really pleased by what he said because he knew his
girlfriend was indeed a brainy one. However, did that fact have anything to do with
them?

Once again, he shot them a baleful stare and criticized, “If she hadn’t been smart
enough, she would have been drugged.”

“Fine, I admit it’s our fault for failing to take care of her properly,” Alex conceded.

Still looking sullen, Eugene asked, “Where did Aleena get that glass of wine?”

Knitting his brows together, Hayden wondered, “Now that you mention it, it was
rather odd. She took it from one of the waiters so no one would have thought it
could be drugged!”

Alex, who was stroking his chin in puzzlement, commented, “Don’t you think
Olivia is even odder? She had been with us the whole time and she didn’t go
anywhere after sitting down at the table. How did she find out that the wine was
drugged?”

“You’re the odd one!” Eugene shot him another glare.

Alex chuckled, “I’m serious. If you were in her shoes, would you have been able to
tell whether that glass of wine was drugged or not? I’m sure I wouldn’t be able to
do that, let alone come up with a plan to get back at Aleena so quickly!”

Feeling proud of Olivia because of Alex’s comment, Eugene spoke airily, “I’m
going to the control room.” He was curious to know how Olivia did it.

Alex quickly followed after him. “I’m going with you.”



Hayden too followed suit because he was keen to know how Olivia managed to
realize the problem.

When the three of them reached the control room, Eugene instructed one of the
security officers to play the CCTV footage of when they were drinking at the table.
Soon, the footage reached the part where Aleena was taking the glasses of wine
from the waiter.

Eugene narrowed his eyes to examine the waiter. Could he have colluded with
Aleena?

“Wait a minute. Let’s see where the waiter got the drinks from.”

The security officer first glanced at Eugene before rewinding slowly.

In the footage, the waiter was shown to be walking out of the kitchen with a tray of
drinks and then walking into the kitchen after serving them. Meanwhile, the
footage of when he stood by the table to serve them the drinks was not shown.

Upon closer look, the security officer found that there was something wrong with
the time stamps.
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Chapter 324 Impressed By Olivia’s Skill

“Young Master Nolan, there’s a seven-second gap here.” Eugene furrowed his
brows together as it seemed like someone had deliberately deleted some parts of
the footage.

“Keep rewinding. I want to know who else Chris came into contact with before he
served the drinks.”



Again, the security officer rewound the footage and to no one’s surprise, there was
another gap which lasted for 4.37 minutes.

Eugene sneered at how Aleena had naively thought that she would be able to get
away with it just by deleting the footage but at the same time, he couldn’t help but
be impressed by how resourceful she was.

Then, he gave an instruction to the bodyguards standing outside, “Lock Chris up
first.”

The bodyguards acknowledged his instruction before leaving.

The footage continued playing and it reached the part where Aleena made space
for Olivia and how insistent she had been to propose a toast to her.

Throughout the entire process, Olivia behaved politely and she didn’t look like she
was on her guard at all when she was interacting with Aleena.

Both Alex and Hayden were also staring fixedly at the screen to check what they
had been so busy doing at the time that made them miss out the problem with
Olivia’s drink.

In the footage, Olivia was seen lifting up her wine glass and turning her body to
face Aleena, and just like that, the plate on the table was pushed onto the floor by
her arm. What followed shortly after that was them putting down their wine glasses
and bending down to clear up the mess on the floor.

Eugene furrowed his brows before looking up confusedly at Alex and Hayden,
who appeared similarly flummoxed.

Surprisingly, they still couldn’t figure out how Olivia had done it even with the
footage.



However, Eugene had a hunch that she must have done something at that time. It
was just that when the footage was playing at normal speed, they couldn’t see how
she dropped the plate at all.

Again, he instructed the security officer, “Play the footage at a slower speed!”

The security officer did as he said and it was only when the footage was playing 8
times slower than the normal speed did Eugene manage to see her movement
clearly.

In fact, Olivia had already nudged the plate closer to the edge of the table in a
barely noticeable manner before the plate was dropped so that when she later
turned her body, she would be able to reach the plate with her arm. Just as Aleena
bent down to check if she was injured, she made use of that opportunity to place
the glass of drugged drink next to Aleena’s glass rather shrewdly.

She had done everything so swiftly that no one would be able to notice anything
without scrutinizing it.

With that, by the time Aleena straightened up, she would naturally take the glass
which was nearer to her and drink the glass of drugged drink that originally
belonged to Olivia.

Alex, who was very impressed with Olivia’s skill, exclaimed, “My goodness, she
can definitely move fast!”

Meanwhile, Hayden was so flabbergasted that he could not even utter a word.

With a faint smile, Eugene recounted, “On the day I met her for the first time at the
airport, she bumped into a random guy like that and she somehow got the guy’s
phone during the process. When I noticed her bringing that phone to the toilet, I
assumed she was a habitual thief and because of that, I chased her out when she
came to Nolan Group for a job interview on the basis that she had a bad character.”



As soon as he said that, both Alex and Hayden were gaping at him with admiration
and consternation at the same time.

“How did you guys patch things up after that?” Alex asked.

Hayden questioned, “Did she tell you anything about the guy’s phone?”

Eugene’s face would be filled with warmth and affection whenever Olivia was
mentioned. “I checked the CCTV footage of the airport later on and found out that
the guy was the thief instead of her.

Olivia just happened to catch him stealing that phone which belonged to another
girl but because she didn’t want to make a big fuss out of it, she retrieved the girl’s
phone from the thief using the same way he had stolen it earlier.

The reason why she went to the toilet with that phone was because she wanted to
return it to the girl. Regarding our row that took place during the auction at the bar,
she only started a fight with me because I rejected her job application at that time.”

“If that’s the case, how did the two of you…” Alex was really curious as to how
the two of them, who were arch-rivals in the first place, turned into such a
lovey-dovey couple.。

Eugene seemed to be in great spirits today probably because he was glad that
Olivia managed to avoid the drugged drink, or probably because he was proud of
how brilliant she was.

In short, he was in a buoyant mood, so much so that he decided not to be bothered
by the fact that Olivia was brought back home by George.
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Chapter 325 The Video That Popped Up on the Screen

Eugene then carried on, “I didn’t expect that she would be the doctor hired by
Nathan to treat my grandfather and even she was stunned the moment she saw me.
But then again, she still did her work professionally for my grandfather’s sake and
she didn’t hesitate to take the fifty million fees from me.”



Alex guffawed, “Ha ha ha, that does seem like her usual style of doing things! Not
only did she manage to keep your mouth shut, but she also took fifty million from
you!”

Hayden taunted him too, “Most importantly, you weren’t pissed off by what she
did at all!”

The two buddies of Eugene started mocking him without reservation. Then, Alex
suddenly raised his eyebrows suggestively at him as he remarked, “However, I
don’t think you actually suffered any loss by paying her that amount of money!”

Knowing what he was trying to say, Eugene glared at him with some irritation but
at the same time, he couldn’t help but agree with him because not only did he not
suffer any loss, he actually made a great fortune out of the deal!

At that juncture, the voice of a maid came from outside the room, “Young Master
Nolan, it’s time to cut the birthday cake; Old Man Nolan’s come down to the first
floor.”

Eugene acknowledged it before heading downstairs with Alex and Hayden. The
living room was already packed with guests at the moment. On the gigantic screen
at the back of a platform on the right side of the living room, slides that showed the
photos of Old Man Nolan together with the rest of the family were playing.

After offering his birthday wishes for Old Man Nolan enthusiastically on the
platform, the host invited Old Man Nolan’s children and grandchildren to the stage
to offer their wishes to him too.

Eugene’s usual stern and detached demeanor had returned when he went onstage as
the head of the family. People who didn’t know him well enough could never
imagine him to be the smug person he was when he talked about Olivia just now
because the difference between the two was simply too huge.

Having taken over the microphone from the host, he nodded at the guests and
started his speech in a crisp voice, “Ladies and gentlemen, good evening. First of



all, I’d like to express my utmost gratitude on behalf of my family to all of you
who made time to be here to celebrate my grandfather’s birthday.

Although my grandfather is already a man at eighty-five, his mind is still sharp and
his health is still robust. In fact, that’s the best thing that we hope for and the
greatest wealth for us as his children and grandchildren. Grandpa, you’re the pillar
of strength of our family and you’re the presence that is capable of bringing all of
us together.

You’re the reason why our family exists and nothing in this world is more valuable
than your presence in our family. Grandpa, I wish you a happy birthday and I hope
the coming years bring even more happiness and health!”

As soon as he ended his speech, he was given a round of thunderous applause by
the guests. Old Man Nolan’s eyes were glistening with a layer of moisture when he
heard Eugene’s speech. Staring at his grandson who was in his prime, he couldn’t
help but feel bittersweet wondering how many more years he could stay by his
grandson’s side.

After leaving the stage, Eugene made his way to his grandfather. “Grandpa, let’s
get on stage to cut your birthday cake!”

“Okay,” Old Man Nolan responded before heading toward the stage obediently
with Eugene’s help.

At that juncture, some of the lights in the living room were dimmed while someone
was seen pushing a trolley that carried a ten-tier cake toward the stage. There were
two candles in the shape of the numbers ‘8’ and ‘5’ placed on top of the cake. As
the flames of the candles were flickering, the cake looked spectacularly beautiful.
Without being cued, everyone started singing the birthday song while clapping
hands.

When the cake was pushed to the platform, Eugene looked at Old Man Nolan and
invited, “Grandpa, you should make the first cut.” With that, he took the cake knife
from the maid with which he made the first cut by holding his grandfather’s hand.



Of course, the first piece of the cake went to Old Man Nolan. They then left it to
the maid to distribute the rest of the cake to the guests. At that moment, everyone
was enjoying the cake while offering their heartfelt wishes to Old Man Nolan.

Eugene, who was worried that his grandpa might get too tired after standing for too
long, instructed one of the maids to help him return to his room. Just as the rest of
the guests were getting ready to leave the villa, the huge screen suddenly flickered
as the slides were replaced by a section of CCTV footage which started playing.

It seemed to be showing one of the store rooms in the villa and there was a guy and
a woman standing there with their backs facing the camera. Their conversation
could barely be heard.

“Put this in the wine later.”

That sentence successfully drew the attention of the guests in the living room who
were getting ready to leave. All of them stopped in their tracks and turned to stare
at the screen.

Eugene, who was standing not far away from the platform, naturally saw the video
too. He could even tell that the voice belonged to Aleena.


